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INTRODUCTION
Cyber security is no longer just a theory regarding our national infrastructure, security, and
everyday life – it is very real and demonstrable through recent events ranging from the
infamous data breaches of Target1 and Michaels2 to the Heartbleed OpenSSL vulnerability3 and
Russia-Ukraine conflict4. Our nation’s cybersecurity, or lack thereof, is gaining increasingly on
the radar of our citizens, media, government and more, though not enough, of our politicians.
Ahead of the 2014-midterm Senate elections, we are grading incumbent Senators seeking reelection based solely on their activity regarding cybersecurity. In grading the senators, we
searched for evidence of the Senator’s cybersecurity activity, from general comments to voting
records in regards to civil and civic cybersecurity issues. A Senator’s stance or yea/nay on the
issue was not graded. We simply wanted to determine who was engaged in our nation’s
cybersecurity and who was not. In short, given the infancy of cybersecurity legislation – we
graded effort, not results.
We considered such civil liberty issues as net neutrality5 and personal privacy/NSA surveillance6
in addition to civic issues such as data protection and breach notification protocols7, and
cybersecurity issues pertaining to national security and foreign affairs8. Descriptions for each
bill, amendment, and act we researched are available in Appendix 1.


Personal privacy and NSA surveillance
Between the Patriot Act and subsequent extensions, amendments and changes to the
FISA Court, and numerous bills to undo or restrict such legislation, there has been ample
opportunity for senators to vote, sponsor, and comment on his/her stance on the issues
at hand. We also factored in the issue of net neutrality in this category.

1

https://corporate.target.com/about/shopping-experience/payment-card-issue-FAQ

2

http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/04/17/us-michaelsstores-cybercrime-idUSBREA3G27N20140417

3

http://www.heartbleed.com

4

http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/a-cyber-history-of-the-ukraine-conflict/d/d-id/1127892

5

S. 1981 (113th)- The Open Internet Preservation Act; S.J.Res 6 (112th) – Senate Joint Resolution 6

6

H.R 3162 (107th) - USA PATRIOT Act of 2001; S. 1927 (110th) - Protect America Act of 2007; S. 990 (112th) - PATRIOT Sunsets Extension Act of
2011; S. 3515 (112th) – Protect America’s Privacy Act of 2012; S. 1130 (113th) – Ending Secret Law Act; S. 1599 (113th) - USA FREEDOM Act of
2013; S. 1427 (113th) - FISA Court Reform Act of 2013; S. 1215 (113th) – FISA Accountability and Privacy Protection Act of 2013; S. 2248 (110th) FISA Amendments Act of 2008; S. 2121 (113th) - A bill to repeal title II of the REAL ID Act of 2005; FISA Amendments Act Reauthorization Act of
2012
7

S. 1995 (113th) - Personal Data Protection and Breach Notification Act of 2014; S. 1976 (113th) - Data Security and Breach Notification Act of
2014; S. 1902 (113th) Health Exchange Security and Transparency Act of 2014;
8

S. 2124 (113th) – Support for the Sovereignty, Integrity, Democracy, and Economic Stability of Ukraine Act of 2014; S. 1638 (113th) - Cyber
Security Public Awareness Act; S. 1353 (113th) - The Cybersecurity Act of 2013; S. 884 (113th) - Deter Cyber Theft Act of 2013; S. 658 (113th) –
Cyber Warrior Act of 2013; S. 2105 (112th) - The Cybersecurity Act of 2012; S. 3342 (112th) - SECURE IT Act of 2012; S. 968 (112th) – Preventing
Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act of 2011
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Thus, senators were graded based on their participation with various pieces of
legislation and consistency in their comments.
Data protection and breach notification:
The bills we have included in the data protection and breach notification section have
yet to be voted on and are in the committee review process; thus, stances are based on
comments and sponsorships given voting records are not yet available.
National security and foreign affairs:
This grade was based on participation with and comments on legislation that addresses
cybersecurity on a national level and aims to offer some sort of solution to the concerns
of public and private agents as well as bills that look at cybersecurity on the
international front. Comments made on cybersecurity in relation to national security
and threats were also weighed.

While some senator’s careers span decades, we focused on more recent cybersecurity
developments as those are most likely to represent current views on the issues; a person’s vote
on the Telecommunications Act of 1996 is not nearly as relevant as his/her stance on net
neutrality or vote on the Cybersecurity Act of 2012. And though some of the bills/amendments
we considered were never or have yet to be voted on, we included them for the sake of
sponsorships, co-sponsorships, committee assignments, and statements made in relation to
those bills and amendments.
Politicians are known for their often-charismatic speech, but voting records are where they
“walk the talk”. Merely mentioning cybersecurity in talking points without ever actually saying
anything conclusive about the issues facing this 21st century Wild West did not earn a high mark
in this report. We used a bi-partisan approach to this paper and remained neutral on our
personal views as compared to the voting records and stances of each politician. Grades were
assigned based strictly on each senator’s commitment and consistency to the issues at hand.
We assigned above average grades to those that take a consistent stance on all major cyberrelated issues, average grades to those that appear to take a stance for political gain, and below
average grades for those that rarely, if ever, make definitive statements on cybersecurity
issues. Here’s a breakdown of the grading criteria:
A: “Cyber Ace”: This person has taken a consistent position on nearly all major cyber
issues and frequently pursues a bi-partisan solution.
B: “Cyber Specialist”: This person takes a consistent position, though most often
seems to speak up when there is something in it for his / her state and/or a potential
political advantage.
C: “Cyber Politician”: This person’s position is often inconsistent and is voiced
primarily when there is something in it for his / her political party and/or a potential
political advantage.
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D: “Cyber Pretender”: This person has made broad statements of little or no
significance, or made statements that seem self-contradictory.
F: “Epic Failure”: Looking for a statement / position related to cyber was like looking
for a needle in a haystack. If cyber is high on your priority list, this person probably
isn’t for you as we could find very little regarding his / her position.
While we recognize cybersecurity is a single issue and our nation, and voters, have several
important issues to consider; experts and officials agree cyber security is in dire need of
attention. Thus, our aim in this paper is to provide voters a summary of which senate
incumbents up for re-election are actively engaged in cybersecurity, which is not, and where
each Senator stands on recent / current cyber matters.
About the Author
Kandice Matteson is the Senior Editor and Research Analyst for NSCI. Her interests include the
cyber and digital developments in today’s political and media microcosms. With a Bachelor’s
degree in journalism and a Master’s in rhetoric, Matteson spends almost as much time
dissecting the meanings and motives behind language and composition as she does watching
Frozen with her two daughters. As a university and community college adjunct instructor as well
as parenting magazine publisher, Matteson delights in educating as many as she can to create
an informed society.
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SUMMARY OF GRADES
STATE
Alabama
Alaska
Arkansas
Colorado
Delaware
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oregon
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
West Virginia
Wyoming

NAME
Jeff Sessions
Mark Begich
Mark Pryor
Mark Udall
Chris Coons
Saxby Chambliss
Brian Schatz
Jim Risch
Dick Durbin
Tom Harkin
Pat Roberts
Mitch McConnell
Mary Landrieu
Susan Collins
Ed Markey
Carl Levin
Al Franken
Thad Cochran
Mike Johanns
Jeanne Shaheen
Cory Booker
Tom Udall
Kay Hagan
Jim Inhofe
Tom Coburn
Jeff Merkley
Jack Reed
Lindsey Graham
Tim Scott
Tim Johnson
Lamar Alexander
John Cornyn
Mark Warner
Jay Rockefeller
Mike Enzi
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R
D
D
D
D
R
D
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D
D
R
R
D
R
D
D
D
R
R
D
D
D
D
R
R
D
D
R
R
D
R
R
D
D
R
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F
B
B
B
A
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D
C
B
D
C
C
B
C
A
B
B
B
C
D
D
C
C
B
C
C
C
C
D
C
C
C
C
A
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SUMMARY OF GRADES (CONT)
GRADE
A – “Cyber Ace”
B – “Cyber Specialist”
C – “Cyber Politician”
D – “Cyber Pretender”
F – “Epic Failure”

REPUBLICAN
09
2
11
1
1

DEMOCRAT
3
7
6
4
0

9

While the Republican senators in this paper have not received an A grade, it is not meant to reflect on the party as a whole. However, it is
worth considering both parties’ cyber-related approach regarding how much government intervention is promoted. Democrats tend to support
government intervention in a variety of affairs. Combined with Democratic control of the Senate, it should not be surprising that Democrats
have been more vocal on cybersecurity issues than Republicans, who tend to rely on the private sector to regulate itself.
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THE LIST
Alabama – Jeff Sessions (R) (1997-2014) - F
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - D
Sessions consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though often without
comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are motivated
by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Sessions said in 2010 about the Freedom for Consumer Choice Act that he co-sponsored that,
“Over the last two years we have seen an explosion of federal interference in the free market,
with the government asserting unprecedented control over the economy. Now, bureaucrats at
the FCC appear poised to place unnecessary regulations on the Internet, despite serious
questions regarding their legal authority. Congress must make clear that the power of the FCC
- like all government agencies - is not without limit. This legislation would permit the FCC to
use its authority only in response to market failures where consumers have clearly been
harmed.”10 The bolded statement is added for emphasis as it seems to contradict his views
when it comes to government agencies that supersede authority in the name of national
security.
Sessions was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the senate resolution that disapproved of the
FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the resolution that died in the
commerce, science, and transportation committee.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Sessions’ stance on the data protection and breach notification bills is unknown. Our research
did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs - F
Sessions routinely misses opportunities to discuss his views on cyber security or his voting
record on cybersecurity – he rejected the cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 (the
only cybersecurity bill to make it that far in the political process). In a 2008 armed services
committee hearing on the Air Force tanker competition, while Sessions did keep his remarks on
topic, he missed opportunities to say anything cyber-related, as many of his colleagues did just
before his turn to speak.11 Likewise, in a January 2013 exchange with Sen. Whitehouse on the
floor, Sessions did not defend his vote or his role in the discussions of the cybersecurity bills
proposed in 2012, though Whitehouse mentioned those bills several times in the exchange.

10

http://www.sessions.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2010/7/senators-introduce-freedom-for-consumer-choice-act-

11

http://www.sessions.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2008/3/transcript-on-armed-services-committee-hearning-on-the-air-force-tankercompetition
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Alaska – Mark Begich (D) (2009-2014) - B
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - A
While Begich joined the U.S. Senate after the Patriot Act was originally enacted, he did reject
the act’s extension in 2011 along with legislation that extends the scope of the FISA Court and
its surveillance and consistently supports legislation that limits surveillance on citizens.12 He has
been vocal on his pursuit to make the NSA more transparent to not only those in the
government but also to the citizens it serves.13 At the same time the bipartisan Ending Secret
Law Act was being introduced to Congress in June 2013, Begich also signed on to a bipartisan
letter authored by Sen. Tom Udall that calls for an independent investigation into NSA. 14
Data protection and breach notification - C
Begich’s stance on data protection and breach notification is unknown. Though he is a member
of the communications, technology, and internet subcommittee, any statements directly
relating to public and/or private oversight in citizen’s data protection and notification in
relation to data breaches could not be found. While Begich supports repealing the REAL ID Act
of 2005 in part because of the government’s (in)ability to protect the data it would acquire, he
frames his stance to be more about privacy issues than data protection issues. 15
National security and foreign affairs - C
As a member of the Appropriations Committee’s subcommittee for homeland security, Begich
has obvious clout in regards to how money is spent, and not spent, in the name of national
security. Combined with his appointment to the communications, technology, and internet
subcommittee, he has abundant access to cybersecurity concerns reaching Congress.
His stance, though, is confined to his vote on the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 as he has reserved
his cyber-related comments and co-sponsorships of related legislation to those that deal with
personal privacy issues. With his approval of the cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of
2012, it’s clear he supported the act in some form and sees the issue of cybersecurity as one
that is worth addressing, though he said he voted for the measure in hopes to keep the issue in
Congress and out of the Executive office.16

12

Begich co-sponsors S. 1130, S. 1215, S. 1599.

13

http://www.npr.org/2013/06/13/191400442/senator-nsa-program-expanded-beyond-original-vision

14

http://www.tomudall.senate.gov/?p=press_release&id=1319

15

Begich’s concerns lie with the process and potential for privacy invasion in compiling data rather than what to do with and how to protect the
data once it is compiled.
16

http://radiokenai.net/begich-wary-of-presidential-control-of-internet/
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Arkansas – Mark Pryor (D) (2003-2014) - B
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Pryor consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though he does so without
comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are motivated
by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Data protection and breach notification - B
Pryor co-sponsored the Data Security and Breach Notification Act of 2014 in an attempt to
“create federal standards for securing personal information and for rapid consumer notification
in event of an unauthorized breach.”17 Pryor introduced a bill under the same name in 2011,
demonstrating that this issue has been on Pryor’s radar for several years.18 While the current
bill changes the direction of breach notification by assigning the FTC the role as an overseer of
private entities protocol and policy implementation, it does so in a partisan manner with
sponsorship only from fellow Democrats.
While the aforementioned bill has only received support from Democrats, and thus is partisan,
Pryor supports working with the private sector in handling data security19 – a traditionally
Republican supported idea – but also believes the government has a role in requiring and
enforcing regulations rather than relying on the private sector to oversee itself.20 There is
certainly time for the bill to pick up bi-partisan support and co-sponsorships, but as it stands,
it’s a partisan means to legislate the otherwise unlegislated. So while it’s a definite step forward
in offering at least a partial solution to the problem of data breaches, to receive an A grade, it
must do more to work across the aisle.
National security and foreign affairs - B
Of the two most prominent bills21 brought to the Senate’s attention in recent years, Pryor, as
Chairman of the Commerce subcommittee on communications, technology, and the internet,
supported the bipartisan Cybersecurity Act of 2012. Pryor did not receive an A grade, though,
because despite his position as Chairman to an influential committee relating to cybersecurity,
his commentary and support of national security cyber-related issues is very limited.

17

http://www.commerce.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p=PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=71a755fa-742d-4424-8523-5c53953cb5f6

18

http://www.pryor.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p=PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=74d1f0ff-95c9-44a8-b69e-862bb23ed406

19

http://www.techvoice.org/blog/view/14-02-13/Capitol_Hill_Speakers_Discuss_Data_Breach_Broadband_Spectrum_Cybersecurity.aspx

20

“From Target to Neiman Marcus, we’ve seen far too many data breaches leave our families wondering whether their financial and personal
information is secure,” Pryor said in a January 2014 news release. “If companies are going to collect and store consumers’ personal information,
safeguarding that data should be their number one priority. By implementing more stringent standards and requiring businesses who are
breached to notify those affected, our common-sense bill will help prevent these incidents in the future and give American consumers
assurance that their information is protected.”
(http://www.commerce.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p=PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=71a755fa-742d-4424-8523-5c53953cb5f6)
21

The Cybersecurity Act of 2012 and the SECURE IT Act of 2012
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Colorado – Mark Udall (D) (2009-2014, House of Representatives 1999-2008) - B
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - A
As a member of the Select Committee on Intelligence, Udall has consistently spoken against the
depth of NSA and FISA surveillance programs22 23 while also offering amendments and
legislation24 to rein in the programs that most concern him.
While a consistent group of fellow Democrats have supported his efforts, a recent 2013 bill that
he co-sponsors, the Ending Secret Law Act, also has co-sponsorship from three Republicans.25
At the same time the Ending Secret Law Act was being introduced to Congress, Udall also
signed on to a bipartisan letter authored by Sen. Tom Udall that calls for an independent
investigation into NSA.26
Data protection and breach notification - F
Udall’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our research
did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs – B
As Chair of Strategic Forces Subcommittee, which oversees cyberdefense27, Udall now has
considerable influence in the realm of cyberspace and intelligence programs (in addition to
many others). At the time of his appointed, Udall said, “I am honored to chair the Strategic
Forces Subcommittee, and I am committed to ensuring that the Department of Defense has the
resources necessary to defend our strategic interests around the world, in space and in
cyberspace.” While Udall can, and most likely will, use this clout to further promote Colorado’s
military and aerospace communities28, it will consequently also impact the country’s
cyberdefense programs. While his vote to approve the cloture motion for The Cybersecurity Act
of 2012 came before his appointment to the Strategic Forces Subcomittee, he showed his
support for cyberdefense through introduced amendments, including the establishment of

22

http://www.wired.com/2013/09/senators-decry-nsa-ineptitude/ http://news.techworld.com/networking/3490097/us-senators-challenge-incourt-nsa-claim-that-dragnet-surveillance-is-required/ http://news.techworld.com/security/3504425/nsas-director-defends-surveillance-butcalls-for-better-cybersecurity/ http://www.thewire.com/technology/2013/11/nsa-spying-google/355524/
http://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2013/12/eight-tech-giants-urge-obama-and-congress-curb-nsa/75125/
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2013/12/16/131216fa_fact_lizza?currentPage=all

24

Co-sponsors S. 1599 (113th): USA FREEDOM Act of 2013, S. 1130 (113th): Ending Secret Law Act

25

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s1130

26

http://www.tomudall.senate.gov/?p=press_release&id=1319

27

http://csbj.com/2013/02/22/udall-to-head-u-s-senate-stategic-forces-subcommittee/

28

http://www.markudall.senate.gov/?p=press_release&id=2593
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permanent cyber-defense training programs and required reporting to Congress on federal
programs for recruiting cybersecurity and cyber-related career fields.29

Delaware – Chris Coons (D) (2009-2014) - A
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - A
Coons has consistently voted against legislation that allows controversial NSA and FISA
surveillance programs. “While surveillance procedures certainly have a role to play in keeping
our nation safe, the last several months have shown that their extent and depth far exceed
Americans’ awareness and cross what I believe are a number of innate privacy
boundaries.”30 His support for protecting personal privacy goes beyond his voting record in that
Coons also co-sponsors bipartisan legislation that would outline minimization procedures31 and
also signed on to a bipartisan letter authored by Sen. Tom Udall that calls for an independent
investigation into NSA.32
Data protection and breach notification - B
While Coons has yet to sponsor current legislation about personal data protection and breach
notification, Coons favors legislation to protect data and property of companies critical for
economic success. Coons co-sponsored the bipartisan Preventing Real Online Threats to
Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act of 2011 and the Foreign and
Economic Espionage Penalty Enhancement Act that was signed into law.33 On his website,
intellectual property is given prominence, where he states, “Offline and online, protecting
American intellectual property is an economic security imperative.”34
National security and foreign affairs - A
The second point on Coons’ national security section of his website is “defending against cyber
attacks.” This standalone treatment for cybersecurity on the website – where politicians are
given limitless time and space to highlight the issues important to them and their constituents goes beyond how the majority of politicians have treated cybersecurity on their websites; most
don’t make any mention of it. Under this point, his website reads: “Chris knows that one of the
biggest national security challenges we face is the threat of a computer-based attack on our
critical infrastructure. From banks to traffic lights and air traffic control to power grids, our
infrastructure is at risk and Chris believes we must take action to protect Americans from cyber
criminals at home and abroad. He played an integral role in negotiations that produced
29

ibid

30

http://www.coons.senate.gov/newsroom/releases/release/senator-coons-reacts-to-presidents-remarks-on-nsa-surveillance-of-americans

31

S. 1599 (113th), S. 1427 (113th)

32

http://www.tomudall.senate.gov/?p=press_release&id=1319

33

http://www.coons.senate.gov/blog/post/senator-coons-applauds-new-strategy-for-combatting-trade-secret-theft

34

http://www.coons.senate.gov/issues/intellectual-property
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cybersecurity legislation with tough incentives to keep us safe as well as strong protections for
online privacy.”35
While all of that is good lip service and acknowledges the largest threat to our nation’s security,
Coons has also acted on his words. He approved the cloture motion of The Cybersecurity Act of
2012, in which he also co-sponsored an amendment for, and has also co-sponsored and publicly
discussed the bipartisan Cyber Warrior Act.36 37 In response to the rejection of The
Cybersecurity Act of 2012, Coons moved forward with other key Democratic senators to
introduce and co-sponsor the Cybersecurity and American Cyber Competitiveness Act of 2013
in hopes of keeping cybersecurity on Congress’s agenda38 and “supports strong IP protections
as part of any new free trade agreement, including the Trans Pacific Partnership currently under
negotiation.”39

Georgia – Saxby Chambliss (R) (1995-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Chambliss consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though he does so
without comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are
motivated by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Chambliss was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the senate resolution that disapproved of
the FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the resolution that died in the
commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net neutrality rules were
eventually overturned.
Data protection and breach notification - C
Chambliss co-sponsors the partisan and polarizing Health Exchange Transparency and Security
Act of 2014. While this is at least some type of action, it is obviously a purely partisan move as
Chambliss has made little effort to advocate for data protection and breach notification
otherwise and has often spoken against increased mandated action. With his seniority, it
seems Chambliss could have a more consistent and bi-partisan approach.
National security and foreign affairs - B
Chambliss rejected cloture motion for The Cybersecurity Act of 2012 and supported his stance
by saying: “We all understand the serious threat that is facing our country from cyber attacks
35

http://www.coons.senate.gov/issues/national-security

36

http://www.govtech.com/security/The-National-Guard-Takes-OnHackers.html?elq=7e8fad9dec6e4fadbf7f6ca397174a04&elqCampaignId=6339
37

http://www.darkreading.com/risk/gillibrand-vitter-coons-blunt-landrieu-leahy-warner-murray-introduce-bipartisan-legislation-to-expandcyber-national-guard/d/d-id/1139411?
38

http://www.govinfosecurity.com/senate-democrats-offer-cybersecurity-agenda-a-5443/
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and intrusions, but that does not mean Congress should just pass any bill. Frankly, the
underlying bill is not supported by the business community, for all the right reasons, and they
are the ones who are impacted by it. They are the ones who are going to be called on to comply
with the mandates and the regulations. Frankly, it is not going to give them the kind of
protection they need from cyber attacks. So I regret to have to stand up today and say that I
intend to vote against cloture on this bill…”40
Chambliss’s commitment to address the cybersecurity issue is demonstrable through his cosponsorship of the SECURE IT Act. The differences between the two bills came down to
government involvement; a fundamental line that often pits Republicans against Democrats. He
has gone above most politicians’ involvement in cyber security legislation in that he actually cosponsored legislation. However, while cybersecurity is unquestionably on Chambliss’s radar, his
approach to the issue is minimally bi-partisan and most of his commitment remains strictly
confined to his party’s platform. Thus, his partisan efforts earn him a B rather than an A in this
area.

Hawaii – Brian Schatz (D) (2011-2014) – D
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - B
Schatz hasn’t been in the Senate long enough to vote on much, especially considering this
Congress has been one of the least productive Congresses in history, which means the issue of
cybersecurity has been further marginalized despite its increasingly dire situation.
Although Schatz hasn’t voted on many cyber-related bills and amendments, it’s clear that he
stands against current NSA and FISA Court surveillance by his voting against the FISA
Amendments Act Reauthorization Act of 2012, co-sponsoring the USA FREEDOM Act of 2013,
and signing a bipartisan letter authored by Sen. Tom Udall that calls for an independent
investigation into NSA.41 His membership of the Communications, Technology, and Internet
subcommittee could further influence his role in these affairs.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Schatz’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. We hope
that Schatz will use his position as a member of the Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and
Insurance subcommittee to promote legislation that directs reasonable treatment of data
protection and breach notification.

40

http://beta.congress.gov/congressional-record/2012/11/14/senate-section/article/s6774-1
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http://www.tomudall.senate.gov/?p=press_release&id=1319
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National security and foreign affairs - F
Schatz wasn’t a Senator during the cloture motion vote for The Cybersecurity Act of 2012; thus,
his “walk” cannot be graded. His talk on national security and foreign cyber-related efforts
haven’t been publicized, if they’ve been uttered at all.

Idaho – Jim Risch (R) (2009-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
As a member of the Select Committee on Intelligence, Risch consistently approves of
surveillance in the name of security, though he does so without comment of motivation; thus,
there is no way of determining whether his votes are motivated by politics, constituents, or
personal views.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Risch’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown as he hasn’t
introduced or sponsored any legislation nor offered public comments on related issue or bills.
National security and foreign affairs - B
As a member of the Select Committee on Intelligence, Risch has had more exposure to
cybersecurity discussions, especially in how it relates to foreign affairs and national security,
than most other congressional members. However, his comments on the cyber issues that the
U.S. faces are reserved for how it impacts Idaho’s military and education communities – most
notably, how he has secured funding for the Idaho National Laboratory.42
Risch has also acknowledged the cybersecurity of our electrical grid: “New transmission
capacity should be secure from external threats. As new technology is connected to our grid we
must work to ensure that each new connection is secure from cyber threats,”43 he said.

Illinois – Dick Durbin (D) (1997-2014, House of Representatives, 1983-1995) - B
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance – B
Originally supporting the Patriot Act in 2001 "while ground zero was still burning", Durbin has
since changed his mind and remained true to his second position. "I soon realized it gave too
much power to government without enough judicial and congressional oversight,"44 he said.
Durbin has consistently voted against extending the PATRIOT Act and numerous pieces of
legislation targeting the FISA Court and expanding its definition and scope of surveillance while
also offering co-sponsorship to the bipartisan USA FREEDOM Act. As a member of the

42

http://www.risch.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/pressreleases?ID=96d7b490-8000-462d-8d76-2df1ae3a9144

43

http://www.risch.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/electrictransmissionlines
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/05/27/patriot-act-extension-signed-obama-autopen_n_867851.html
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Appropriations Committee, he has used his time with key actors, such as Gen. Keith Alexander,
to question surveillance policies and tactics. 45 46
Data protection and breach notification - C
Durbin hasn’t publicly commented on his support for any of the bills currently in committee,
though he did co-sponsor the Personal Data Privacy and Security Act of 2009 after the Judiciary
Committee reported it.
While Durbin does have a consumer protection tab on his website, its contents deal more with
protection for financial institutions without any mention of consumer data protection.
National security and foreign affairs – B
Durbin has routinely vocalized his concern for the country’s ability to ward off and respond to
cyberattacks.47 He demonstrated his support for The Cybersecurity Act of 2012 by approving
the cloture motion, even speaking to show his support in July 2012 while highlighting the
compromise in the bill48 and co-sponsoring amendments to the bill’s text. However, his action
stops at speeches and votes. While he did co-sponsor the bipartisan Preventing Real Online
Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act of 2011, Durbin has done
little to introduce or co-sponsor cybersecurity legislation.

Iowa – Tom Harkin (D) (1985-2014, House of Representatives, 1975-1984) - D
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Originally supporting the Patriot Act, Harkin has since changed his mind and remained true to
his second position, though his reasoning for doing so is not publicized. He has consistently
voted against extending the PATRIOT Act and numerous pieces of legislation targeting the FISA
Court and expanding its definition and scope of surveillance while also offering co-sponsorship
to the bipartisan USA FREEDOM Act.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Harkin’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our research
did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.

45

http://threatpost.com/senate-committee-confronts-nsa-director-on-surveillance

46

http://dyn.politico.com/printstory.cfm?uuid=82617243-12BF-432C-A71B-9D08761DF1CD

47

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/24/john-kerry-hackers_n_2544534.html

48

“Companies that voluntarily implement those standards will be rewarded with immunity from punitive damages in a lawsuit, receipt of realtime cyber threat information, and expedited security clearances, among other things. This voluntary arrangement replaces the mandatory
system in an early version of the bill. Many of us supported that approach. But in the spirit of compromise and responding to concerns
expressed by the business community, the managers have included this voluntary approach. The Cybersecurity Act of 2012 also authorizes
voluntary information sharing. The sharing provision will allow government agencies and willing private companies to enhance the mutual
understanding of the real threat and our vulnerabilities.” http://beta.congress.gov/congressional-record/2012/07/31/senatesection/article/s5705-2/
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National security and foreign affairs - D
While Harkin approved the cloture motion for The Cybersecurity Act of 2012, our research did
not uncover any significant comments related to national security and foreign cyber-related
issues.

Kansas – Pat Roberts (R) (1997-2014, House of Representatives, 1981-1996) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Roberts consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though Roberts does so
without comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are
motivated by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Roberts was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the senate resolution that disapproved of the
FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the resolution that died in the
commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net neutrality rules were
eventually overturned.
Data protection and breach notification - C
Roberts co-sponsors the Health Exchange Transparency and Security Act of 2014. However, on
his website, he lists Identity Theft as a main issue, in which he states: “In recent years, Congress
has approved legislation to strengthen consumer protection laws with regard to how personal
and financial information is shared and used. However, consumers should also take steps to
protect themselves against identity theft. The Federal Trade Commission is an excellent
resource for consumers who want to learn more about how to safeguard their personal
information. Congress is also working on legislation to strengthen identity theft laws.”49 His
sponsorship of the polarizing 2014 legislation seems at odds with this view; if consumers are
truly concerned with their information being compromised through the health exchange, it
seems more appropriate that they should opt out (and pay the fines, if necessary) or find
insurance elsewhere. Thus, his seemingly lack of support for government interference in
identity (and data) protection and his support for the Health Exchange Transparency and
Security Act seems motivated by party politics more than any other factor.
National security and foreign affairs - D
Roberts rejected the cloture motion for The Cybersecurity Act of 2012, but he didn’t comment
on his stance or offer support/sponsorship of the SECURE IT Act. While Roberts highlights
foreign policy and military issues on his website, he makes no mention of cybersecurity or
defense strategies/programs. Likewise, on his listing of telecommunications-broadband as a
main issue on his website, he simply says: “I look forward to working with Congressional leaders
in developing new communication laws, and I remain committed to ensuring that rural areas
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are not overlooked in this debate.” He makes no comment on the details he’d like to see in
these laws or what he’d like to see in rural areas. Nor does he take the time to offer further
comments on his disapproval of the FCC’s net neutrality rules.50

Kentucky – Mitch McConnell (R) (1985-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance – C
McConnell has continually supported the Patriot Act, and said in 2011 that the tools made
available through legislation, "have kept us safe for nearly a decade and Americans today
should be relieved and reassured to know that these programs will continue." 51 After
information about key NSA programs was leaked by Edward Snowden, McConnell used his
platform to further solidify his stance: “Given the scope of these programs, it’s understandable
that many would be concerned about issues related to privacy. But what’s difficult to
understand is the motivation of somebody who intentionally would seek to warn the nation’s
enemies of lawful programs created to protect the American people. And I hope that he
[Edward Snowden] is prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.”52 He has also consistently
supported FISA amendment legislation and sponsored the Protect America Act of 2007.
Given that McConnell doesn’t trust the government to appropriately protect health and
personal information data through the health insurance exchanges (see comments in next
section), it seems counterintuitive that he trusts the government to protect and appropriately
use involuntarily released data on the majority of the country’s citizens. Thus, while his stance
on privacy and NSA/FISA Court surveillance is consistent, it seems to be at odds with his stance
on similar issues.
McConnell was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the senate resolution that disapproved of
the FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the resolution that died in the
commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net neutrality rules were
eventually overturned.
Data protection and breach notification - D
McConnell’s support for data protection and notification has been limited to conversations in
conjunction with the Affordable Care Act. “While I believe we ought to repeal this law
[Affordable Care Act] and replace it with commonsense reforms that lower cost, Americans
ought to be assured, at an absolute minimum, that their personal and financial data will be safe
from data thieves,” McConnell wrote in a letter to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services.53 However, McConnell has not extended his support so far as to co-sponsor the Health
50

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/sjres6
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/05/27/patriot-act-extension-signed-obama-autopen_n_867851.html
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http://www.humanevents.com/2013/06/13/nsa-scandal-separates-liberty-lovers-from-poseurs/
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http://www.mcconnell.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p=PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=0173e56d-ea33-4eb2-aa43-76014efcb0d9
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Exchange Security and Transparency Act; thus, his views are limited to verbal rhetoric with little
substantial commitment to resolve data protection and/or breach notification issues.
National security and foreign affairs - B
McConnell rejected the cloture motion for The Cybersecurity Act of 2012 while extending his
support for the SECURE IT Act of 2012 by co-sponsoring that piece of legislation; thus, it’s clear
that cybersecurity legislation addressing national security is on McConnell’s agenda, even if
that support has been strictly tied to his party.
Despite his partisan approach to legislation, which would garner him a C grade, McConnell has
earned a B for his attention to cyber defense and his constituents. McConnell has worked to
promote Kentucky University’s Cyber Defense Lab and, consequently, work to develop
cybersecurity programs.54

Louisiana – Mary Landrieu (D) (1997-2014) - B
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - A
While Landrieu didn’t vote on the original Patriot Act in 2001, she did introduce the bill to the
Senate and approved extending the Patriot Act in 2011 – a bipartisan political move on her
behalf considering the number of senate Republicans that supported the bill. She has also
consistently approved of FISA amendment legislation.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Landrieu’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our
research did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs - B
Landrieu co-sponsors the bipartisan Cyber Warrior Act of 2013 and did co-sponsor the
bipartisan Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual
Property Act of 2011.
While many of those that opposed The Cybersecurity Act of 2012 cited its potential impact on
business and its disapproval from the business community, Landrieu, as chair of the Committee
on Small Business and Entrepreneurship, supported the cloture motion for The Cybersecurity
Act of 2012. It seems her support for the bill could have been influential, had she given remarks
on the floor about the bill in regards to small businesses and entrepreneurs, though she did
submit and co-sponsor amendments to the original text of the bill.
Though her remarks about The Cybersecurity Act of 2012 – the cybersecurity bill that has made
it the furthest in Congressional consideration – weren’t highly publicized, Landrieu isn’t shy to
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use her position as chair of the Appropriation Committee’s subcommittee on Homeland
Security to bring in money to Louisiana’s cybersecurity and education. 5556 Support for these
programs is commendable, though we can only wonder how far the motivation of Landreiu
goes since she has been relatively quiet on legislation and matters that don’t directly impact
her state; hence, we provided her with a B grade.

Maine – Susan Collins (R) (1997-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
As a member of the Select Committee of Intelligence, Collins has consistently approved of
surveillance in the name of security, and as a member of the Appropriations Committee, she
has used her time with key actors, such as Gen. Keith Alexander, to question surveillance
policies and tactics. 57 58 However, her motivations to support surveillance in the name of
security seems to be motivated more by party politics than constituent support. We could find
no evidence of her pursuing or backing a bi-partisan approach to cybersecurity in this area.
Collins was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the senate resolution that disapproved of the
FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the resolution that died in the
commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net neutrality rules were
eventually overturned.
Data protection and breach notification - C
Collins co-sponsors the partisan Health Exchange Transparency and Security Act of 2014,
though he has yet to show support for a bi-partisan approach to data protection and breach
notification measures.
National security and foreign affairs - A
Collins co-sponsored the Cybersecurity Act of 2012, saying “in all the time I have worked on
homeland security issues, I cannot think of another threat where our vulnerability is greater
and where we have failed to act and have done less. This is not a Republican or a Democratic
or an Independent issue. The experts, regardless of their political leanings, from the Bush
administration to the current administration have urged us to act, have pleaded with us to
act.”59 Consistent with her proposal for more government surveillance in the name of security,
Collins said, “We must act and we must act now. We can’t afford to wait for a cyber 9/11
before taking action on this legislation.”60 She acknowledged some of the concerns with the act
55

www.landrieu.senate.gov/?p=news&id=4230
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www.landrieu.senate.gov/?p=press_release&id=4163
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http://threatpost.com/senate-committee-confronts-nsa-director-on-surveillance
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when it was being discussed prior to the cloture motion vote and said she was open to making
changes, even after compromising key components of the bill in an attempt to persuade fellow
Republican leaders.

Massachusetts – Ed Markey (D) (2013-2014; House of Reps 1975-2012) - A
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - A
Markey’s voting record as a senator is limited, though his experience in the house is not. As a
representative, Markey originally approved of the USA PATRIOT Act in 2001, but later changed
his position and voted against its reauthorization in 2005 and 2011 as well as FISA amendment
legislation.
As a senator, Markey has questioned the potential for privacy invasion through vehicle
computer systems61 as vehicles are becoming more integrated with technology and, thus, the
vulnerabilities associated with it. “These threats demonstrate the need for robust vehicle
security policies,” which is why he sought “to better understand the ability of automobile
companies to protect the safety and privacy of drivers.”62
He has co-sponsored The Open Internet Preservation Act in attempt to reinstate net neutrality
rules.63 64 However, chances for this bill to gain bipartisan support are slim as all Senate
Republicans voted to repeal the net-neutrality rules, including many in this paper co-sponsoring
S. J. Resolution 6, the resolution that stated disapproval of the FCC’s net-neutrality policy.
Data protection and breach notification - A
Markey co-sponsors S. 1995, the Personal Data Protection and Breach Accountability Act.
Currently partisan, the bill was introduced in February 2014 and referred to the Judiciary
Committee, so there is time for it to become bipartisan. However, S. 1995 is a reintroduction of
a 2011 bill under the same name. That bill was sponsored by Democratic Sen. Richard
Blumenthal and co-sponsored by a single Democrat, Sen. Al Franken. That bill was reported by
the committee but was never voted on. Thus, while S. 1995 has opportunity to become
bipartisan, it is not probably based on its history.
In addition to questioning the privacy of vehicle computer system data, Markey has also been
vocal on the potential for cyberattacks through such systems and what manufacturers are
doing to ensure such breaches don’t happen and what protocol is if/when it does happen. 65
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http://www.tomsguide.com/us/markey-auto-security,news-17945.html
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http://www.markey.senate.gov/documents/2013-12-2_GM.pdf
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http://www.markey.senate.gov/news/press-releases/democratic-leaders-introduce-net-neutrality-legislation
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National security and foreign affairs - A
Markey supports legislation that outlines requirements rather than executive order or
voluntary compliance in terms of cybersecurity standards.66 He has demonstrated this support
beyond simple lip service during his service in the House by introducing bipartisan legislation to
strengthen electrical grid security67 and calling on executive order when that legislation failed68.
The sense of urgency cybersecurity deserves is clear in Markey’s actions.

Michigan – Carl Levin (D) (1979-2014) - B
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - D
Levin’s views on personal privacy in the name of security are ambiguous. He has supported the
original and extensions of the Patriot Act while he has voted against the Protect America Act of
2007 as well as the FISA Amendments Act of 2008. However, he voted to support the
amendments act’s reauthorization in 2012.
Data protection and breach notification - A
Levin sponsors the bipartisan Deter Cyber Theft Act, saying “We need to call out those who are
responsible for cyber theft and empower the president to hit the thieves where it hurts most –
in their wallets, by blocking imports of products or from companies that benefit from this
theft.”69
National security and foreign affairs - A
Levin has continuously supported cybersecurity efforts. As a member of the Armed Services
Committee, Levin said of the proposed FY 2015 budget that, “the Department has wisely
chosen to increase its investment in the areas of cyber operations and special operations,
where our need for increased capability is most clear.”70
Levin has gone beyond words by also offering sponsorship to the Deter Cyber Theft Act of 2013
and co-sponsorship to the 2013 Cybersecurity and American Cyber Competitiveness Act after
his co-sponsorship of the Cybersecurity and American Cyber Competitiveness Act of 2011
expired. The cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 was rejected, despite Levin’s
approval of the motion.
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http://www.markey.senate.gov/news/press-releases/markey-statement-on-12th-anniversary-of-9/11-attacks
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Minnesota – Al Franken (D) (2009-2014) - B
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - B
As a member of the Judiciary Committee’s subcommittee on Privacy, Technology, and the Law,
Franken has consistently stood against NSA surveillance in the name of security, both through
his speech and votes.
In offering his remarks ahead of the vote for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012, Franken noted
numerous times his work to defend privacy within this legislation71 as well as referenced an
amendment he would propose to “delete these new monitoring and countermeasures
authorities and bring this bill in line with the President's proposal.”72
Data protection and breach notification - C
Franken co-sponsored the Personal Data Privacy and Security Act of 2011 with three fellow
Democrats and currently co-sponsors the same bill (now ‘of 2014’ rather than ‘of 2011’) with
four fellow Democrats. Each time the bill has been introduced, it has been sponsored by
Democratic Sen. Patrick Leahy. While S. 1897 is currently partisan legislation, it could pick up
Republican supporters, as previous versions of the bill had.
Franken also co-sponsored the Personal Data Protection and Breach notification Act of 2011,
which has also been reintroduced in the 113th Congress.
National security and foreign affairs - B
Franken supported the cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012, saying that, “The
Cybersecurity Act is not perfect; but when it comes to striking a balance between cybersecurity
and privacy and civil liberties, it is the only game in town. It is far more protective of our rights
than either CISPA or the SECURE IT Act. I want to thank the sponsors of the Cybersecurity Act
for taking this high road and urge my colleagues to vote to proceed to the bill so we can have
good, full debate on it.” 73 Franken also co-sponsored the bipartisan Preventing Real Online
Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act of 2011.

Mississippi – Thad Cochran (R) (1977-2014, House of Representatives, 19731978) - B
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Cochran consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though often without
comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are motivated
by politics, constituents, or personal views.
71
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Cochran approved of the Republican-sponsored senate resolution that disapproved of the FCC’s
net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the resolution that died in the
commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net neutrality rules were
eventually overturned.
Data protection and breach notification - B
Cochran co-sponsors the partisan Health Exchange Transparency and Security Act of 2014,
though he has yet to show support for other less divisive data protection and breach
notification measures currently proposed. However, Cochran did co-sponsor the bipartisan
Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act of
2011.
National security and foreign affairs - B
As vice chairman of the Senate Defense Appropriations Subcommittee, Cochran has directly
addressed the need for better cyber defenses, especially in terms of how it relates to
Mississippi’s military and educational communities.
Despite securing millions of dollars in federal funding for Mississippi’s higher education
institutions and military bases in the name of cybersecurity and defenses, Cochran has yet to
publicly or legislatively support cybersecurity legislation in this area. Though he submitted a
number of amendments to the proposed legislation, Cochran voted against the Cybersecurity
Act of 2012 without offering comments or sponsorship support for that legislative session’s
alternative SECURE IT Act, and he has yet to support any current national security or foreign
affairs cybersecurity legislation.

Nebraska – Mike Johanns (R) (2009-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Johanns consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, as he approved
extending the Patriot Act in 2011 and reauthorizing FISA amendments in 2012. As a member of
the Appropriations Committee, he has used his time with key actors, such as Gen. Keith
Alexander, to question surveillance policies and tactics but has stayed true to his position. 74 75
Johanns was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the senate resolution that disapproved of the
FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the resolution that died in the
commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net neutrality rules were
eventually overturned.
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Data protection and breach notification - C
Together with Sen. John Barrasso, Johanns introduced the partisan Health Exchange and
Security Act. In January 2014, Johanns said of the Affordable Care Act that, “I believe the best
solution is to repeal the law, but until that happens, the government must be honest about the
security problems and take strides to protect the millions of Americans who are being forced to
put sensitive data on a vulnerable network.”76
Barrasso called the bill a “good Republican idea” in his plea for the President’s support for the
legislation77. It’s inconsistent, to say the least, that a senator who approves of citizens
information being taken involuntarily by an authority whose leader admits that the nation’s
cybersecurity and defenses are flawed has done little (nothing) to promote security for that
personal data, as well.
National security and foreign affairs - B
While Johanns rejected the cloture motion of the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 without offering
support for an alternative plan or commenting on his stance, which would garner him less than
a B, he has worked to bring federal dollars to his constituency through USSTRATCOM and has
promoted partnerships between the military base and Nebraskan educational community. 78

New Hampshire – Jeanne Shaheen (D) (2009-2014) - D
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - D
While Shaheen consistently approved of surveillance in the name of security, even as recently
as approving the reauthorization of the FISA Amendment Act in 2012, she has also cosponsored the 2013 Ending Secret Law Act. She hasn’t offered any comments on this
sponsorship, so it’s unclear if her stance on privacy in the name of security has changed (as the
sponsor and fellow co-sponsors of the legislation are adamantly opposed to the surveillance
measures approved by Shaheen) or if she is open to the need for accountability, checks and
balances, and/or some degree of transparency in how the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court rules. This inconsistency with lack of explanation earns her a D in this area.
Data protection and breach notification - F
From her lack of legislation introduction and sponsorship as well as absence of general
comments, Shaheen’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown.
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National security and foreign affairs - D
Shaheen has offered little in promoting cybersecurity and defense programs, education, or
legislation. While she did approve the cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012, her
support appears linked to an amendment that she filed to the bill that, “is the text of S.1000,
the Energy Savings and Industrial Competitiveness Act, a bipartisan bill with broad stakeholder
support that will create a national energy efficiency strategy for the United States.” S. 1000,
while bipartisan, does not highlight cybersecurity, as described by Shaheen on the Senate
floor.79 Shaheen also cosponsored the bipartisan Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic
Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act of 2011, though her comments about the bill
weren’t publicized.

New Jersey – Cory Booker (D) (2013-2014) – D
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - D
Booker supports protecting privacy, “because personal information like emails, phone calls, or
medical records are easily caught up in the mix of technology”80, though it isn’t clear if he is
more concerned with protecting personal information in the hands of citizens or information in
the hands of the government.
Data protection and breach notification - D
Booker’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unclear, though as a
member of the Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Insurance Subcommittee, he could
become a key advocate for consumer protection measures. It’s clear he considers data
protection to be part of Congress’s duties, though, as he has said, “When critical infrastructure
is attacked or essential data is stolen, companies need a clear way to report it to civilian
authorities so that government has a picture of the threats and other companies can protect
themselves from similar attacks.”81
National security and foreign affairs - C
Cybersecurity is a main point of Booker’s vision, as described on his website. It’s clear that he
supports some form of legislation that would likely provide requirements, or in the least
voluntary standards, to protect infrastructure (see quote above). While he hasn’t been in the
Senate long enough to vote on any such measures, he also hasn’t sponsored or co-sponsored
any legislation that would do so.
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New Mexico – Tom Udall (D) (2009-2014, House of Representatives, 1999-2008)
-C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - A
Udall has consistently voted against legislation that supports invasive security measures.
Beyond his consistent vote of nay, Udall co-sponsors the USA FREEDOM Act of 2013 and is the
author to a letter signed by Democrats and Republicans that called for an independent
investigation of the NSA.82
Data protection and breach notification - F
Udall’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our research
did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs - C
Udall has publically commented on the need for legislation that promotes cybersecurity. He has
said little about what successful legislation would look like, though he approved the cloture
motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 and said in the months ahead of the vote that he
wouldn’t be willing to sacrifice privacy in the name of cybersecurity.83It’s unclear, though, what
his motivations for supporting the cloture motion were. In 2011, Udall co-sponsored the
bipartisan Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual
Property Act of 2011.

North Carolina – Kay Hagan (D) (2009-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Hagan consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though often without
comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether her votes are motivated
by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Hagan’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown due to her
lack of support and comments on the current bills.
National security and foreign affairs - B
“As Chair of the Emerging Threats and Capabilities Subcommittee, I know that cybersecurity is
one of the most pressing issues we should be focused on when it comes to national security in
the digital age," Hagan said in a news release not about introducing national legislation that
promotes secure infrastructure but about three North Carolina higher education institutions
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receiving cybersecurity research awards84. While supporting the cloture motion for the
Cybersecurity Act of 2012 and verbally advocating for the protection of U.S. intellectual
property from cyber thieves85 and co-sponsoring the bipartisan Preventing Real Online Threats
to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act of 2011, Hagan clearly supports
government action on cybersecurity and acts on behalf of North Carolina but has done little to
lead conversations and impacting legislation to resolve the national security cyber dilemma.

Oklahoma – Jim Inhofe (R) (1993-2014, House of Representatives, 1987-1994) B
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Inhofe consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though he does so without
comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are motivated
by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Inhofe was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the Republican-sponsored senate resolution
that disapproved of the FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the
resolution that died in the commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net
neutrality rules were eventually overturned.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Inhofe’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our research
did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs - A
Inhofe included three provisions regarding cybersecurity in FY 2014’s National Defense
Authorization Act, including requiring the Secretary of Defense to report on the military’s ability
to work in a “hostile cyber environment.” His statement went on to hone in on the benefit for
Oklahoma in that “Institutions and universities such as the University of Tulsa Institute for
Information Security will play a key role in assisting the Department of Defense and its services
advance their cybersecurity programs.”86 Inhofe also co-sponsored amendments to NDAA for
FY2012 that established a coordination center for cybersecurity within the Department of
Homeland Security.87
He clearly understands the dire need for cybersecurity and defense strategies though he
rejected the cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 without offering support for the
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alternative SECURE IT Act. However, he has called on the administration to act, saying in March
2014 that, “Until our adversaries understand there will be serious consequences for
cyberattacks against the United States, these attacks will continue. The time is now for the
President to develop a meaningful cyber deterrence policy.”88 Whether Inhofe believes the
President needs to act because Congress can/has not or because he supports greater direction
from the executive branch is unclear.

Oklahoma – Tom Coburn (R) (2005-2014, House of Representatives, 1995-2000)
-C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Coburn consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though he does so
without comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are
motivated by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Coburn was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the Republican-sponsored senate resolution
that disapproved of the FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the
resolution that died in the commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net
neutrality rules were eventually overturned.
Data protection and breach notification - C
Coburn co-sponsors the partisan Health Exchange Transparency and Security Act of 2014,
though he has yet to show support for a bi-partisan approach to data protection and breach
notification measures.
National security and foreign affairs - B
As ranking member of the Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee, Coburn
released “The Federal Government’s Track Record on Cybersecurity and Critical Infrastructure”
in February 2014. Upon it’s release, Coburn said, “More than a decade ago, Congress passed a
law making the White House responsible for securing agency systems. It’s still not happening.
They need to step up to the job, and Congress needs to hold the White House and its agencies
accountable.”89 Coburn does not expand on how the Congress should execute holding the
executive branch accountable in terms of securing agency systems, though it’s clear The
Cybersecurity Act of 2012 didn’t meet his criteria as he voted against the cloture motion.
Coburn does co-sponsor the bipartisan Deter Cyber Theft Act of 2013.
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Oregon – Jeff Merkley (D) (2009-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - A
As a member of the Appropriations Committee as well as the Intelligence Committee, Merkley
has used his time with key actors, such as Gen. Keith Alexander, to question surveillance
policies and tactics. 90 91 As such, he is in the minority of such committee members that
routinely rejects legislation that extends the reach of the NSA and Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court. In opposition to such laws, Merkley sponsored the Protect America’s Privacy
Act of 2012 as well as the 2013 Ending Secret Law Act and co-sponsors the USA FREEDOM Act
of 2013.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Merkley’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our
research did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs - C
Merkley rejected the cloture motion for The Cybersecurity Act of 2012 as he called on “further
debate and amendments.” He cited privacy concerns as well as lack of requirements on
industry as main concerns.92 While Merkley acknowledges that cyber attacks “are a significant
threat to our nation,” he has done little to offer his own solutions to the problem.93

Rhode Island – Jack Reed (D) (1997-2014, House of Representatives, 1991-1996)
-C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Reed approved the original Patriot Act in 2001 and its extension in 2011. However, he voted
against the FISA amendments Act of 2008 but supported its reauthorization in 2012.
Despite his inconsistent votes, he said nearly a decade ago in regards to a three-month
extension of expiring PATRIOT Act provisions that he supports a deeper sense of security in
exchange for less privacy. “We sincerely hope that House and Senate negotiators will reach
agreement this week on a reauthorization bill that balances the needs of law enforcement with
civil liberty protections for innocent Americans. However, if such an agreement cannot be
reached before both Houses adjourn this week, federal law enforcement officials should
continue to have use of the investigative tools of the PATRIOT Act,” he said.94
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Data protection and breach notification - F
Reed’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our research
did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs - B
Reed approved the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 without commenting on his reasons for support.
After passing the Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies Appropriations bill for FY
2014, Reed said in a July 2013 news release that the bill “contains important funding to help
Rhode Island create jobs, improve public safety, reduce gun violence, strengthen cybersecurity,
improve weather forecasts and warnings, and support our fishermen.”95 He has supported the
University of Rhode Island’s cybersecurity programs and research96, bringing federal funding to
the university.97

South Carolina – Lindsey Graham (R) (2003-2014, House of Representatives,
1995-2002) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Graham consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though he does so
without comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are
motivated by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Graham was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the senate resolution that disapproved of the
FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the resolution that died in the
commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net neutrality rules were
eventually overturned.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Graham’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our
research did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs - B
Graham rejected the cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 without offering support
for the alternative SECURE IT Act or any comments on his priorities for national cyber policies.
He has co-sponsored the bipartisan Cybersecurity Public Awareness Act during the 113th
Congress.
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South Carolina – Tim Scott (R) (2013-2014, House of Representatives, 20112012) - D
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - F
Scott has not been a member of the Senate long enough to vote on any of the personal
privacy/NSA surveillance bills highlighted in this section. However, he also has not made it a
point to comment on the divisive issue of privacy/security or co-sponsor any legislation that
addresses oversight of the NSA or FISA Court.
Data protection and breach notification - C
Scott co-sponsors the partisan Health Exchange Transparency and Security Act of 2014, though
he has yet to show support for a bi-partisan approach to data protection and breach
notification measures.
National security and foreign affairs - F
Much like the personal privacy/NSA surveillance category, Scott has not been a member of the
Senate long enough to vote on any of the bills highlighted in this section. However, he also has
not made it a point to comment on the issue of cyber national security or co-sponsor any
legislation that calls for regulation of or voluntary compliance in cybersecurity standards.

South Dakota – Tim Johnson (D) (1997-2014, House of Representatives, 19871996) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Johnson consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though he does so
without comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are
motivated by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Johnson’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our
research did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs - B
Beyond supporting the cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012, including submitting a
number of amendments to the legislation that demonstrated close reading of the legislation98,
Johnson also co-sponsored legislation in 2011 – the Cyber Security and American Cyber
Competitiveness Act of 2011 as well as the bipartisan Preventing Real Online Threats to
Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act of 2011.
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Tennessee – Lamar Alexander (R) (2003-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Alexander consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though he does so
without comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are
motivated by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Alexander was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the Republican-sponsored senate
resolution that disapproved of the FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to
the resolution that died in the commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the
net neutrality rules were eventually overturned.
Data protection and breach notification – F
Alexander’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our
research did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs - B
Alexander rejected the cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 without comment on
his vote or support for the alternative SECURE IT Act. He hasn’t publicly commented on,
sponsored, or co-sponsored legislation that aims to tackle the issue of cyber national security
and defense since his co-sponsorship of the bipartisan Preventing Real Online Threats to
Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act of 2011.

Texas – John Cornyn (R) (2001-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Cornyn consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though he does so
without comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are
motivated by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Cornyn was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the Republican-sponsored senate resolution
that disapproved of the FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the
resolution that died in the commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net
neutrality rules were eventually overturned.
Data protection and breach notification – C
Cornyn co-sponsors the partisan Health Exchange Transparency and Security Act of 2014,
though he has yet to show support for a bi-partisan approach to data protection and breach
notification measures.
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National security and foreign affairs - D
Cornyn rejected the cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 without comment on his
vote or support for the alternative SECURE IT Act. He hasn’t publicly commented on, sponsored,
or co-sponsored legislation that aims to tackle the issue of cyber national security and defense.

Virginia – Mark Warner (D) (2009-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Warner consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security. His comments on his
support are sparse, though in a state that houses suburbs of Washington D.C. and numerous
military bases, parts of his constituency undoubtedly benefit from such legislation.
Data protection and breach notification - F
Warner’s stances on the data protection and breach notification bills are unknown. Our
research did not reveal any significant statements or positions in this area.
National security and foreign affairs - A
He approved the cloture motion of The Cybersecurity Act of 2012 and is also co-sponsoring and
publicly discussed the bipartisan Cyber Warrior Act of 2013.99 In addition, Warner co-sponsored
the Kirk-Warner amendment to the Senate’s version of the Ukrainian aid package bill that
would have created a law enforcement partnership between the U.S. and Ukraine in hopes of
deterring Ukrainian cyber criminals and improving cybersecurity in both countries.100

West Virginia – Jay Rockefeller (D) (1985-2014) - A
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Rockefeller consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though often without
comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are motivated
by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Data protection and breach notification - A
“While I am disappointed that many companies have failed to take responsibility for their data
security weaknesses, I am just as disappointed by Congress’s failure to create federal standards
for protecting consumer information,” Rockefeller said during a cyber attack and data breaches
hearing of the Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee of which he chairs.101 In
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response to lack of Congressional action, Rockefeller introduced the Data Security and Breach
Notification Act of 2014.
National security and foreign affairs - A
It’s clear that cybersecurity is one of Rockefeller’s hallmark issues as he has consistently
sponsored and co-sponsored several pieces of legislation that bolster the nation’s cybersecurity
and defense programs. He sponsored the bipartisan Cybersecurity Act of 2012, as well as the
numerous pieces of legislation offering regulations to cyber threats, the years before and since
the cloture motion failed for that act. Talking of the failure of the cloture motion, Rockefeller
said, “I will be the first person to admit that this bill is not perfect. I have been clear that I
believe a regulatory approach was the best approach to ensure that our country's most critical
infrastructure addresses its cybersecurity vulnerabilities. We moved to a voluntary approach to
seek a compromise. Yet it was not enough for some of our colleagues. Frankly, I do not
understand why.”102 This quote clearly defines Rockefeller’s stance and his willingness to
compromise to perpetuate legislation and action in the name of security. Since the rejection of
the 2012, Rockefeller has reintroduced the cybersecurity bill he proposed in the 110th Congress
as The Cybersecurity Act of 2013.
Rockefeller also co-sponsors the 2013 Deter Cyber Theft Act, saying “Alongside other
cybersecurity priorities – including stronger cybersecurity standards, cyber workforce training,
R&D, and public-private information sharing – this bill to elevate cyber theft as a national
security priority is a major step forward for American workers, American businesses, and
American ingenuity.” 103

Wyoming – Mike Enzi (R) (1997-2014) - C
Personal privacy/NSA surveillance - C
Enzi consistently approves of surveillance in the name of security, though often without
comment of motivation; thus, there is no way of determining whether his votes are motivated
by politics, constituents, or personal views.
Enzi was one of 42 Republican co-sponsors of the Republican-sponsored senate resolution that
disapproved of the FCC’s net neutrality rules; no senate Democrats signed on to the resolution
that died in the commerce, science, and transportation committee, though the net neutrality
rules were eventually overturned.
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Data protection and breach notification - C
Enzi co-sponsors the partisan Health Exchange Transparency and Security Act of 2014, though
he has yet to show support for a bi-partisan approach to data protection and breach
notification measures.
National security and foreign affairs - C
Enzi rejected the cloture motion for the Cybersecurity Act of 2012, though he did co-sponsor
the bipartisan Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual
Property Act of 2011. However, he hasn’t commented on his stances with these bills, nor has he
committed to current pieces of legislation that seek to solve the same problems.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Nearly one-third of the senators whose seats are being contested this year scored a C grade.
This bell-curve is simply not good enough, and the United States cannot afford to be average in
its approach to cybersecurity any longer. For those senators who received a C or below, we
urge you to improve our nation’s cybersecurity if you are granted another term.
While our national security is obviously at stake and action must be taken to secure and defend
critical infrastructure and other networks, there has been far too little talk, let alone action, of
how to protect the personal data being collected by public and private entities and what to do
in the event that such data is compromised. Most senators failed the data protection and
breach notification portion of our grading criteria for simply and devastatingly neglecting to
propose solutions or even comment on others’ solutions. Unfortunately, for those senators that
have chosen to take this issue seriously, many of the proposals have fallen to mere party
politics rather than true concern for the issue and constituents, which further undermines the
seriousness of what’s really at stake.
It is notable that not a single piece of cyber-centric legislation has made it to the President’s
desk in recent years. Despite the White House’s Cybersecurity Legislative Proposal that was
released three years ago in an attempt to guide and unify Congress’s actions, Congress has
made minimal progress. We urge all members to seek compromise and not allow cybersecurity
to get mired in the partisan politics that so often prevents meaningful action in other legislative
areas. Politicians must become engaged with cybersecurity – truly engaged, which requires
taking the time to research the issues; interview experts; take part in hearings; draft, introduce,
sponsor, and/or co-sponsor cybersecurity-related bills; and voice their positions on how
cybersecurity should be improved. Whether politicians support voluntary action or government
regulation to improve cybersecurity, politicians must make cybersecurity a part of their agenda.
Their stances clear and available. Many senators haven’t even addressed this critical issue
through their own news releases or on their websites – where space and time is virtually
unlimited. The nation is in need of leaders, not more party politics and ill-informed votes.
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APPENDIX 1
Issues:
CIVIL LIBERTIES
Net Neutrality: The FCC had been enforcing regulations that prohibited network owners and
ultimately ISPs from monitoring and controlling data sent through its networks until January
2014 when a court ruling decided the FCC had no authority to do so under the framework it had
been using. If the FCC wants to continue to oversee how network owners relay data to their
users, it must change its classification of broadband services, its criteria for services to meet, or
Congress must act. Net Neutrality and open internet supporters, including the ACLU, often cite
freedom of speech and expression as to why Open Internet principles must be practiced; by
allowing network owners to collect information and modify how internet speech and
expression is made available, they are censoring it, supporters say. However, opponents, such
as those that supported S.J.Res 6 in the 112th Congress that openly disapproved of the FCC’s
then-rules, cite laissez faire principles and disapprove of the government’s interference.




S. 1981 (113th)- The Open Internet Preservation Act: Introduced in February 2014
with a Democratic sponsor and 6 Democratic co-sponsors; would restore the FCC’s
net neutrality rules until the FCC makes its final decision on how to proceed after the
appeals court’s ruling. In Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation committee,
of which Sen. Jay Rockefeller chairs and the bill’s sponsor is a member of.
Senate Joint Resolution 6 (S.J.Res 6 – 112th) to disapprove of and nullify the FCC’s net
neutrality rules: Died in Senate committee in 2011 with 52 percent voting not to
proceed (0 Yeas from Democrats, 0 Nays from Republicans); a Republican sponsor
and 42 Republican co-sponsors104

Personal privacy (NSA surveillance): When data is used to communicate and find information,
it is possible to collect, store, and analyze such data, whether it is personal or not. Such
realizations were popularized, albeit not necessarily welcomed, with the USA PATRIOT Act of
2001. Since then, the act itself has been extended and some of its provisions broadened.
Supporters cite the need for modern-day tools and legislation to combatant modern-day
terrorism while non-supporters cite a violation of civil liberties and/or too much government
power.


104

H.R 3162 (107th) - USA PATRIOT Act of 2001: Introduced in House on Oct. 23, 2001
and was signed by President George W. Bush just three days later on Oct. 26, 2001.
1 ‘no vote’ from Democrat (Mary Landrieu), 1 nay vote from Democrat (Russell
Feingold).

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/sjres6
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S. 990 (112th) - PATRIOT Sunsets Extension Act of 2011: “Amends the USA PATRIOT
Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 2005 to extend until June 1, 2015 …
Amends the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 to extend
until June 1, 2015, a provision revising the definition of an ‘agent of a foreign power’
to include any non-U.S. person who engages in international terrorism or
preparatory activities ("lone wolf" provision).”105 Passed Senate with amendment to
House’s version with 30 Yea votes from Democrats, 41 Yea votes from Republicans ;
18 Nay votes from Democrats and 4 Nay votes from Republicans.
S. 1927 (110th) - Protect America Act of 2007: “would allow warrantless electronic
surveillance of targets outside 180 days”106: Passed with unanimous Republican
support; 17 Yea votes from Democrats and 27 Nay votes from Democrats.
S. 3515 (112th) – Protect America’s Privacy Act of 2012: Amends FISA to
accommodate for additional privacy measures; died in Judiciary Committee.107
S. 1130 (113th) – Ending Secret Law Act: Would require the Attorney General to
make available decisions, orders, or opinions of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court in most instances. Sponsored by Democrat Jeff Merkley, co-sponsored by 12
Democrats, 3 Republicans; referred to Judiciary Committee108
S. 1599 (113th) - USA FREEDOM Act of 2013: Amends the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978 to set forth more requirements in agencies’
counterterrorism investigations as well as reports on minimization procedures
“(procedures designed to minimize the acquisition and retention of information and
to prohibit its unauthorized dissemination)” and the establishment “within the
judicial branch an Office of the Special Advocate to participate in proceedings before
the FISA Court and the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review, request
reconsiderations of FISA Court decisions, and participate in appeals and reviews.
Requires the Special Advocate to vigorously advocate in support of legal
interpretations that protect individual privacy and civil liberties.”109 21 co-sponsors,
18D, 3R; support from NRA and ACLU; house bill has 76 Democrats and 66
Republicans cosponsors. Referred to Senate Judiciary committee of which the bill’s
sponsor, Patrick Leahy, is chair.
 S. 1427 (113th) - FISA Court Reform Act of 2013: Similar to the provision in
the USA Freedom Act of 2013 that establishes an Office of the Special
Advocate, though this bill calls for that office to be part of the executive
branch, “to protect individual rights by advocating in cases before courts

105

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/s990#summary
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http://www.thenewamerican.com/freedomindex/profile.php?id=U000038
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https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/s3515

108

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s1130
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https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s1599#summary
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established by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (FISA) in
support of legal interpretations that minimize the scope of surveillance
and the extent of data collection and retention. Directs the presiding
judge of the FISA Court of Review to appoint a Special Advocate to serve
as the head of such Office from a list of candidates submitted by the
Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board.”110 Sponsored by Dem.
Richard Blumenthal, co-sponsored by 18 Democrats, referred to Judiciary
Committee
 S. 1215 (113th) FISA Accountability and Privacy Protection Act of 2013
S. 2248 (110th) - FISA Amendments Act of 2008: Unanimously supported by Senate
Republicans; 22 Yea votes from Senate Dems, 27 Nay votes from Senate Dems.;
senate bill sponsored by Dem. Jay Rockefeller. The act allows the government
through its agencies the ability to gain access to electronic communications (phone
and email) between people in foreign countries and those in the U.S.
 H.R. 5949 (112th) - FISA Amendments Act Reauthorization Act of 2012: 42
Yea from Reps, 3 Nay from Reps; 30 Yeas from Dems, 19 Nays from
Dems. Reauthorizes above act from 2008 until 2017
S. 2121 (113th) - A bill to repeal title II of the REAL ID Act of 2005111

Information protection (data breach notification)




S. 1995 (113th) - Personal Data Protection and Breach Notification Act of 2014.
Sponsored by Dem. Richard Blumenthal, co-sponsored by Dem. Ed Markey. Outlines
requirements of how and what types of businesses must notify persons about
personal data/information breaches and enhances the punishment for concealing
such a breach as well as creates an oversight federal entity, designated by the DHS
Secretary and Attorney General, to receive information and reports about
“information security incidents, threats, and vulnerabilities.”112 Referred to Judiciary
Committee.
 Reintroduction of same bill in 2011 (S. 1535 112th; co-sponsored by Al
Franken MN, died in committee)
S. 1976 (113th) - Data Security and Breach Notification Act of 2014: sponsored by Jay
Rockefeller; co-sponsored by 3 Dems, including Mark Pryor113 114. In addition to
establishing breach notification requirements to affected individuals, S. 1976 also
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https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s1467#summary
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https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s2121
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https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s1995#overview
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https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s1976
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http://www.commerce.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p=PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=71a755fa-742d-4424-8523-5c53953cb5f6
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requires the FTC to promote that covered entities to implement policies and
procedures in regards to information security. While the goals and provisions are
similar to S. 1995, this bill utilizes the current FTC to receive breach notifications.
This bill also “Establishes a presumption that there is no such risk for encrypted
data”115, which may prove problematic in light of the Heartbleed bug. Referred to
Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee, of which Rockefeller chairs.
S. 1902 (113th) Health Exchange Security and Transparency Act of 2014: 26 cosponsors, including Tom Coburn, Thad Cochran, Mike Johanns, Jerry Moran, Tim
Scott, John Thune, Saxby Chambliss, John Cornyn, Michael Enzi, Pat Roberts.
Requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services to notify an individual
participating in the health care exchange of a data breach that has resulted in
personally identifiable information being unlawfully accessed or stolen. 116
Extremely partisan legislation, as further demonstrated by House’s vote and passage
of identitical bill (224 Yea votes from Republicans, 0 Nay votes).

National security






S. 1638 (113th) - Cyber Security Public Awareness Act: Co-sponsored by Lindsey
Graham. Requires various governmental agencies, such as the Department of
Homeland Security, Department of Defense, FBI, and SEC, to submit reports
discussing cyber vulnerabilities and incidences. Referred to Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs Committee.
S. 1353 (113th) - The Cybersecurity Act of 2013: Sponsored by Jay Rockefeller(D), cosponsored by John Thune (R). “Amends the National Institute of Standards and
Technology Act to permit the Secretary of Commerce, acting through the Director of
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), to facilitate and support
the development of a voluntary, industry-led set of standards and procedures to
reduce cyber risks to critical infrastructure.”117 A reintroduction of the same S. 773
from the 110th Congress. Up for consideration by the Senate.
S. 884 (113th) - Deter Cyber Theft Act of 2013: Sponsored by Dem. Carl Levin, cosponsored by Jay Rockefeller, and Republicans Tom Coburn and John McCain. This
bill would require the Director of National Intelligence to report on foreign countries
that engage in economic and industrial cyberspace espionage in regards to trade
secrets and proprietary information. Any item exported from a country on the list is
to be denied entry by the President “as long as the President determines that such
exclusion is warranted for the enforcement of intellectual property rights or to
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https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s1976#summary
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https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s1902
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protect the integrity of the Department of Defense (DOD) supply chain.” In Finance
Committee. 118
S. 658 (113th) – Cyber Warrior Act of 2013: Sponsored by Dem. Kristen Gillibrand; cosponsored by 8 Dems, including Chris Coons, Mary Landrieu, and Mark Warner, and
1 Republican. “Directs the Secretary of Defense (DOD) to establish in each state and
the District of Columbia a separate team of National Guard members to be known as
the Cyber and Computer Network Incident Response Team to perform analysis and
protection in support of programs to prepare for and respond to emergencies
involving an attack or natural disaster impacting a computer, electronic, or cyber
network.”119 Referred to Committee on Armed Services, of which. 120
S. 21 (113th) - Cybersecurity and American Cyber Competitiveness Act of 2013:
Sponsored by Jay Rockefeller, co-sponsored by 7 Democrats, including Chris Coons
and Carl Levin. This bill aims “to secure the United States against cyber attack,
enhance the competitiveness of the United States and create jobs in the information
technology industry, and protect the identities and sensitive information of U.S.
citizens and businesses” through various private-public partnerships and systems.
Referred to Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee.121
S. 2105 (112th) - The Cybersecurity Act of 2012: Sponsored by Joe Lieberman, cosponsored by 3 Democrats, including Jay Rockefeller, and 1 Republican, Susan
Collins. Reported by committee, lost cloture motion vote. Required the Department
of Homeland Security “in consultation with owners and operators of critical
infrastructure, the Critical Infrastructure Partnership Advisory Council, and other
federal agencies and private sector entities” to research cybersecurity efforts,
trends, and risks as well as develop response and restoration plans in regards to
“critical infrastructure.” While most of the bill outlines how various federal
government offices are to act toward monitoring critical infrastructure and
governmental information as well as outlining how international cybersecurity
efforts should be coordinated within the government, it also “authorizes private
entities to disclose or receive lawfully obtained cybersecurity threat information to
protect an information system. Establishes a process to designate cybersecurity
exchanges for distributing, receiving, and exchanging cybersecurity threat
information. Allows a non-federal entity to disclose lawfully obtained cybersecurity
threat information to an exchange. Provides legal protections for entities engaged in
cybersecurity monitoring activities, including a good faith defense.”122 Senate
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http://www.levin.senate.gov/newsroom/press/release/bipartisan-group-of-senators-introduces-legislation-to-combat-cyber-theft/
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http://beta.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/senate-bill/658?q={%22search%22%3A[%22cyber%22]}
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http://www.darkreading.com/risk/gillibrand-vitter-coons-blunt-landrieu-leahy-warner-murray-introduce-bipartisan-legislation-to-expandcyber-national-guard/d/d-id/1139411?
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https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s21#summary
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Democrats attached a controversial gun control amendment to the bill123 that likely
overshadowed the bipartisan support/sponsorship for the original bill. Republicans
also cited more regulations for businesses to meander and the lack of being able to
amend the bill as reasons for rejecting the cloture motion. Sen. Lieberman said to
the floor: “President Obama has made very clear, first, that he totally gets the
seriousness of this challenge to our security, this cyber challenge to our security and
our prosperity. He has supported this legislation, but he has gone one step further
now and said if we fail to pass legislation, he will issue an Executive order that does
as much as an Executive order can do to protect America better from cyber attack
and cyber theft.” Thus, a rejection would be a vote for Executive Order. 124
S. 3342 (112th) - SECURE IT Act of 2012: Sponsored and co-sponsored by
Republicans only, including Saxby Chambliss and Mitch McConnell. Required federal
contractors to disclose cyber threat information related to the contracted work to a
federal agency while leaving other private entities the voluntary option to disclose
cyber threat information. All reports would be funneled to a cybersecurity center in
which the federal government would then access to determine if and prosecute any
criminal offenses, thus discouraging voluntary involvement. Reported by committee
and died.
S. 968 (112th) – Preventing Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of
Intellectual Property Act of 2011 (PIPA): Sponsored by Democrat, co-sponsored by
22 Democrats, including Chris Coons, Al Franken, Richard Durbin, Jeanne Shaheen,
Kay Hagan, Tom Udall, Tim Johnson, and Mary Landrieu, and 8 Republicans,
including Lamar Alexander, Thad Cochran, Jerry Moran, and Michael Enzi.

OTHER BILLS/ACTS:
S. 1111 (113th) – Cyber Economic Espionage Accountability Act
S. 2111 (112th) – Cyber Crime Protection Security Act
S. 1342 (112th) – Grid Cyber Security Act
Support from Energy and Natural Resources committee
S. 813 (112th) – Cyber Security Public Awareness Act of 2011
S. 2102 (112th) – Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2012
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http://thehill.com/video/senate/240657-cybersecurity-bill-includes-gun-control-measure
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